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Ford Escape 2008-2012
Mercury Mariner 2008-2012
Mazda Tribute 2008-2010

Part Number: IF-71-03-G3

Step One:
Place the Dash Trim Removal Tool in the upper 
right hand corner of the dash trim bezel, just to 
the right of the radio display and air vent.  There 
are four (4) clips holding this bezel in place.  Pop 
each clip carefully and work the tool in a counter-
clockwise rotation around the dash bezel.  After 
releasing the clips, place the bezel carefully 
aside.

Step Two:
Place the VSM G3 flush against the ridge of the 
dash as shown in picture (1).  Once you have the 
VSM G3 in place, use the VSM G3 as a guide and 
mark the location of the two mounting holes.  
Using a 5/64” drill bit, carefully drill out the pilot 
holes in the marked location.  Place the VSM G3 
over the marked location and tighten using the 
provided screws.  Reassemble the dash in reverse 
order.  This completes the installation of your Pro.
Fit VSM G3.
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Tools Needed:
Parts Included:
Location:

Dash Trim Revmoval Tool (DM-40-22), 5/64” Drill Bit and Drill
Pro.Fit Legend, two  # 8 x 1/2” screws 
Right of Radio/Air vent

PLEASE READ COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLING THIS  Pro.Fit Legend.      
All instructions assume a drivers seat vantage point.  Caution is advised when removing and reassembling 

wood or plastic parts of a dash. Applying unnecessary force or  pressure may cause a piece to crack or break.
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View Instruction & Updates
Online at

www.pro-fit-intl.com

When properly installed, the metal between the ball and 2 small holes is all that is exposed. 
(Some exceptions apply).
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